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In 2011, when an MIT senior

named John Romanishin

proposed a new design for

modular robots to his

robotics professor, Daniela

Rus, she said, “That can’t be

done.”

Two years later, Rus showed

her colleague Hod Lipson, a

robotics researcher at

Cornell University, a video of

prototype robots, based on

Romanishin’s design, in

action. “That can’t be done,”

Lipson said.

In November, Romanishin —

now a research scientist in MIT’s Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory

(CSAIL) — Rus, and postdoc Kyle Gilpin will establish once and for all that it can be

done, when they present a paper describing their new robots at the IEEE/RSJ

International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems.

Known as M-Blocks, the robots are cubes with no external moving parts. Nonetheless,

they’re able to climb over and around one another, leap through the air, roll across the

ground, and even move while suspended upside down from metallic surfaces.  

Inside each M-Block is a flywheel that can reach speeds of 20,000 revolutions per

minute; when the flywheel is braked, it imparts its angular momentum to the cube. On

each edge of an M-Block, and on every face, are cleverly arranged permanent magnets

that allow any two cubes to attach to each other.

“It’s one of these things that the [modular-robotics] community has been trying to do for a

long time,” says Rus, a professor of electrical engineering and computer science and

director of CSAIL. “We just needed a creative insight and somebody who was passionate

enough to keep coming at it — despite being discouraged.” 
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Surprisingly simple scheme for self-assembling
robots
Small cubes with no exterior moving parts can propel themselves
forward, jump on top of each other, and snap together to form arbitrary
shapes.
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Embodied abstraction

As Rus explains, researchers studying reconfigurable robots have long used an

abstraction called the sliding-cube model. In this model, if two cubes are face to face,

one of them can slide up the side of the other and, without changing orientation, slide

across its top.

The sliding-cube model simplifies the development of self-assembly algorithms, but the

robots that implement them tend to be much more complex devices. Rus’ group, for

instance, previously developed a modular robot called the Molecule, which consisted of

two cubes connected by an angled bar and had 18 separate motors. “We were quite

proud of it at the time,” Rus says.

According to Gilpin, existing modular-robot systems are also “statically stable,” meaning

that “you can pause the motion at any point, and they’ll stay where they are.” What

enabled the MIT researchers to drastically simplify their robots’ design was giving up on

the principle of static stability.

“There’s a point in time when the cube is essentially flying through the air,” Gilpin says.

“And you are depending on the magnets to bring it into alignment when it lands. That’s

something that’s totally unique to this system.”

That’s also what made Rus skeptical about Romanishin’s initial proposal. “I asked him

build a prototype,” Rus says. “Then I said, ‘OK, maybe I was wrong.’”

Sticking the landing

To compensate for its static instability, the researchers’ robot relies on some ingenious

engineering. On each edge of a cube are two cylindrical magnets, mounted like rolling

pins. When two cubes approach each other, the magnets naturally rotate, so that north

poles align with south, and vice versa. Any face of any cube can thus attach to any face

of any other.

The cubes’ edges are also beveled, so when two cubes are face to face, there’s a slight

gap between their magnets. When one cube begins to flip on top of another, the bevels,

and thus the magnets, touch. The connection between the cubes becomes much

stronger, anchoring the pivot. On each face of a cube are four more pairs of smaller

magnets, arranged symmetrically, which help snap a moving cube into place when it

lands on top of another.

As with any modular-robot system, the hope is that the modules can be miniaturized: the

ultimate aim of most such research is hordes of swarming microbots that can self-

assemble, like the “liquid steel” androids in the movie “Terminator II.” And the simplicity of

the cubes’ design makes miniaturization promising.

But the researchers believe that a more refined version of their system could prove

useful even at something like its current scale. Armies of mobile cubes could temporarily

repair bridges or buildings during emergencies, or raise and reconfigure scaffolding for

building projects. They could assemble into different types of furniture or heavy

equipment as needed. And they could swarm into environments hostile or inaccessible to

http://publications.csail.mit.edu/abstracts/abstracts05/rus4/rus4.html
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humans, diagnose problems, and reorganize themselves to provide solutions.

Strength in diversity

The researchers also imagine that among the mobile cubes could be special-purpose

cubes, containing cameras, or lights, or battery packs, or other equipment, which the

mobile cubes could transport. “In the vast majority of other modular systems, an

individual module cannot move on its own,” Gilpin says. “If you drop one of these along

the way, or something goes wrong, it can rejoin the group, no problem.”

“It’s one of those things that you kick yourself for not thinking of,” Cornell’s Lipson says.

“It’s a low-tech solution to a problem that people have been trying to solve with

extraordinarily high-tech approaches.”

“What they did that was very interesting is they showed several modes of locomotion,”

Lipson adds. “Not just one cube flipping around, but multiple cubes working together,

multiple cubes moving other cubes — a lot of other modes of motion that really open the

door to many, many applications, much beyond what people usually consider when they

talk about self-assembly. They rarely think about parts dragging other parts — this kind

of cooperative group behavior.”

In ongoing work, the MIT researchers are building an army of 100 cubes, each of which

can move in any direction, and designing algorithms to guide them. “We want hundreds

of cubes, scattered randomly across the floor, to be able to identify each other,

coalesce, and autonomously transform into a chair, or a ladder, or a desk, on demand,”

Romanishin says.
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hrasda  - Worlds first true self assembling robot 2013-10-04 07:37:39

Wauw, really impressive.

sgoodgame 2013-10-04 07:37:49

Great to see John doing amazing work at MIT. We remember him when he started his journey

with robotics on the Norman High School Botball Robotics Teams. He continues to volunteer

and support our Botball events and we couldn't be happier for his success.

starbaseaurora  - Replicators !! 2013-10-04 07:38:09

Beware! MIT researchers learned nothing from Stargate SG1.

anshumanravi  - Self Assembly Algorithm 2013-10-07 12:06:04

Self assembly algorithm in action!

rosslinda28@gmail.com 2013-10-07 12:05:45

SWCS remembers John as a superior competitor back in Norman/SWCS Botball days.

Always knew he would keep moving UP. What a great mind!!!

walker  - hexagon? 2013-10-07 12:05:33

would a hexagonal shape give you more flexibility?

mirelavus  - Product design enineer 2013-10-07 12:05:10

Check out the cublets too! These are fun as well!

blossom  - On the market 2013-10-07 12:05:00

So when will they go on the market. They would be wonderful for my grandchildren who should

be headed to MIT in about 10 years.

eagleon  - Hmm... 2013-10-07 12:04:07

So I realize you haven't published the specifications yet, but these are probably engineered to

fairly high-precision. I'm wondering if they could still function with some adaptivity to lower

precision, though, so that we could 3D print the frames and flywheel mechanism (at least). I'm

thinking small load sensors on each face interpolating the overall shape (and thus center of

mass) of a module before it ever connects, and then from there, they could communicate their

weight distribution to the one below it - keep adding the vectors, and past a set tolerance, a

cube could instruct the one above it to reposition or repurpose itself where it won't affect the
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stability. I'm sure there's other uses for being able to calculate the loads on each face (maybe

the first step to make these walk?)

roboman  - solar 2013-10-07 12:03:38

recharge self assembling robot cubes with solar cell skin and frames

use self charging ,,and thru charging for buried cubes and hard workers

solar matts and external charging stations with traditional power supply's

looks fun like to help

Ashutoh 2013-10-07 12:03:09

Its really amazing 

slomn 2013-10-07 12:03:00

BRAVO,I see this as opening a new era in robotics .Just hope this young people don't have to

go through such a thing as:" NO...! IT CAN'T BE DONE"

flaminggorge  - Could be the Next Hit Christmas Toy 2013-10-07 12:02:10

TIP: program them to do something cute, and controllable by a smartphone app, then market

them as Christmas toys. They would seriously be a hit! I would buy them. Then reinvest the

money into R&D for future iterations.

johnparker007  - Brilliant... 2013-10-07 12:01:52

This is brilliant work. I'm seeing potential for macro-molecular design, swarming properties -

keep going :) x (John, armchair scientist from the UK)

siliond  - Magnets only version 2013-10-08 05:20:13

Could you have achieved similar structure with electro-magnets only?

Example: 1 of 2 cubes coupled together could rotate by reversing the polarity on one side

while maintaining the polarity of the neighbor one; this would allow for it to get pushed and

rotated around the unchanged polarity sides axle and can couple with another side of the

other cube.

Just throwing another idea out there, not sure it'd be feasible; and of course it wouldn't allow

the nice jumps unless you use some really powerful magnets - but then not sure they would

fit in the cubes anymore.

jhherring 2013-10-10 07:19:33

I, for one, welcome out new cube-robot overlords!

samlei  - Industrial use 2013-10-10 07:19:26

Super job. I see the future of industrial/home appliances in this.

If the interlocking holds heavy load at later stage, say, 50 lbs per cube (nanotech cube

surface). We can have pretty much anything from a simple hammer to complicated products

self-made out of these.

Chrish 2013-10-10 06:50:02

It's things like these that make me excited for the future of technology. Just amazing.

Speechless. So cool.

Algorithm  - One small step for John.... 2013-10-16 12:33:03

One giant leap toward our cyborg demise. Hope no one shows this to Schwartzenegger or the

crew of Battlestar Galactica.

Barriec  - Cells 2013-11-04 03:27:56

Resembles celular automata.

Each 'cell' bot unit could carry (wifi) instructions to form different assemblies - what you

intend, so interesting.

Different 'cell' designs would make these more versatile.
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